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Details of Visit:

Author: Malky100
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 27 Jun 2015 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07938535732

The Premises:

Very easy to find. Good safe parking and a newish block of flats. Easy secure entry. Flat was very
clean and welcoming.

The Lady:

Pictues are no longer very accurate, as Chloe has lost some weight and is no more than a size 10
now. She looks amazing with the weight loss, and facially is very attractive. She has a very
appealing personality and I felt we got on very well straight away. 

The Story:

On opening the door I was pleasantly surprised at how attractive Chloe was. Was led into a clean
comfortable bedroom and immediately got on chatting with her. Got the finances out of the way and
we lay on the bed having a nice chat first. None of the clinical "Get on ze bed" that you get a lot of
from the website. Once started it quickly got very passionate. I know a lot of people say the girl
really enjoyed it, and maybe they did, I have experienced the same myself with others, but this is
one of those very rare occasions where I forgot that money had been exchanged. The passion and
energy that she put into it was second to none. She is an expert kisser and knows how to push all
the right buttons. Once she went down on me the owo was nothing short of fantastic. Excellent use
of the tongue, very wet and slid her lips all the way down to the balls, making good use of her
tongue at the same time. OWO is something I'm very fond of and rarely visit girls for anything else. I
felt I was going to cum so stopped her, and went down on her. Very clean and responsive she really
did get into it, afterwards lay on the bed where she started with the deepthroat oral again. I had
decided I was going to fuck her, something I almost never do, but the oral was so good I couldn't
bring myself to stop her. I let her carry on and had one of the best orgasms I have had in years.

Of all the girls I have seen over many years now I rate Chloe in the top one. I have met the girl who
ticks ALL the right boxes. Will be a while before I look beyond Chloe, but must be stronger willed
next time and fuck her.
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